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To be successful, a scientific meeting must provide
a mix of data and interpretation that instructs and
stimulates the audience, and leads them to modify

their opinions and possibly adapt their research. Sadly, meet-
ings often fail by these criteria. Instead, keynote speakers jet
into the venue, bearing slides. They deliver a well-honed
speech to a passive audience and they leave the same day.
Other speakers (who may at least have paid their way) give
talks of variable quality. A cargo of offered papers and posters
is added to the freight of scientific data, and the audience
begins to reel under the weight of information. Coping
strategies are adopted, such as lingering in the coffee bar,
getting out of bed late or leaving the meeting early. The next
time, faced with the prospect of another conference of the
same sort, people consult their bulging diaries and decide
that they would prefer instead to have the information
filtered through the refereeing process of the journals. In
particular, veterans who might have the most to contribute
to a meeting and are best placed to discuss or challenge from
the floor are the most likely not to find the time to attend.

Is it then still possible to organize a meeting that, rather
than being a failed data transplant, is a successful inter-
action between old and young, experienced and naïve,
knowledgeable and ignorant? One ploy, which the SGM
Clinical Virology Group has been trying out with some
success, is to include a debate in the programme. A topical
issue is chosen and four or more main speakers are invited to
argue a point. This gets people, both seniors and young
turks, on to their feet to set out and defend their opinions
about significant issues. At the recent meeting of the Society
at Warwick, we debated universal screening of antenatal
patients for HIV infection. The proceedings lasted over two
hours and virtually no-one left the lecture theatre.

Where the form of disputation known as ‘the debate’
originates is unclear, but it is a structured contest in which
opposing views about important issues are set out and 
tested in front of a non-partisan audience which then votes
for one side or the other. They do so on the merits of the case
as presented by the main speakers. The speakers may well
see both sides of an argument, and indeed might have been
able to argue the opposite one, but their role is to advocate
one cause and refute the other. The analogy with English
and American courts of law is obvious.

The exercise is academic – no-one is bound by the out-
come of the motion or by the arguments advanced. A debate,
like a cricket or football match, is simply a game played to
rules but it has a serious purpose. It airs and tests arguments,
it encourages speakers and listeners to evaluate their
opinions and, because there is a time constraint, it forces
people to structure, prioritize and refine their arguments. It
often reveals the weaknesses of a generally held opinion or
the merits of a minority one. Above all, it is rarely dull.

Debating, an important sedentary sport in British schools
and universities until more visceral recreations took over,
has long been in decline, and may be unfamiliar to younger
scientists. If so, it is time to revive it. It has often been argued

that science is about facts and not about opinions, but this is
unconvincing. Ideas, not facts, are what count. If it is agreed
that scientific meetings need less undigested fact and
unchallenged assertion, and more discussion and argument,
then a debate is the way to break the mould. Just as no
scientific data should be taken on trust until it has been
replicated elsewhere, no scientific proposition should be
accepted until it has been aired in public. If a proposition
cannot be defended in debate there is probably something
wrong with it. Moreover (and this is an important
consideration), practice in debating will help scientists
when, in committees or elsewhere, they are called upon to
present and explain technical issues, and argue for funds.

The subject and the wording of the motion are essential to
the success of a debate. It is said that the defeat of the motion
that ‘This House would fight for King and Country’, at the
debating society of an ancient English university in 1933
fed Adolf Hitler’s ambitions and altered the course of
history. It will take more than the outcome of a debate 
to change the course of science, yet a debate can bring a
somnolent post-prandial session to life. It can turn the final
hours of a meeting from a dispiriting succession of exits by
an audience that has been furtively consulting timetables to
identify the earlier train, to an arresting clash of arguments
that holds the attention of all.

Nor should the impact on informed opinion of a well
fought debate on a topical issue be discounted. The most
famous British scientific debate that ever took place was 
that between Bishop Wilberforce (known on account of his
oleaginous manner as Soapy Sam) and Thomas Huxley. The
issue was the descent of man and the outcome was that man’s
relationship to the apes came to be accepted. That occasion
has not been forgotten after over 100 years, so it should not
be thought that a debate in a current scientific meeting will
count for nothing.

Attendance at scientific societies, and the SGM is no
exception, is suffering from the pressures that adminis-
trative responsibilities, greater accountability and growing
teaching commitments put on people’s time. Yet societies
need members’ attendance and their participation at meet-
ings just as much as they need their subscriptions. Without
such fellowship a society, however rich it may be, is mori-
bund. The debate is an occasion where serious issues can be
thrashed out openly, and in a form where no-one is irrevo-
cably committed, or immune by virtue of their position
from challenge. It is a place where tenured scientists can be
called upon to defend their work and opinions, and where
the young and less secure can promote theirs.

A final warning to the organizers of scientific gatherings:
a debate could seriously enliven your meeting!
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Let’s have a debate!
Philip Mortimer

The Rules of Debating
A motion is chosen –
‘This House believes/
agrees/prefers/
supports/deplores…’,
and two proposers and
two seconders speak
alternately for and
against the motion.
When the seconder
against the motion has
finished (time limits of 
10 minutes are usually
imposed on each
speaker) the chairperson
calls any number of
speakers ‘from the floor’.
When the chairperson
decides that proceedings
should draw to a close,
the proposers are each
invited to summarize the
arguments for their side
and dispose of those of
the other (each may have
5 minutes). A vote is then
taken and the chair
declares, by a majority of
x to y, ‘that this House
does or does not believe,
agree, etc’.


